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Consider a general linear model, Y, =xi/?+ R, with R, ,..., R, i.i.d., BE RP, and 
{x, ,..., X, ) behaving like a random sample from a distribution in RP. Let /? be a 
robust M-estimator of fi. To obtain an asymptotic normal approximation for the 
distribution of /r requires a Central Limit Theorem for W,=xy,$(R,), where 
.v, = (XX)-‘x,. When p + co, previous results require p’/n + 0, but here a strong 
normal approximation for the distribution of W, in Rr is provided under the 
condition (p log n)‘j2/n + 0. ICI 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Central Limit Theorem provides a normal approximation to the dis- 
tribution of sums of (nearly) independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random quantities. For random vectors in RP the discrepancy between the 
true distribution of normalized means and the normal approximation 
depends on the dimension, p. Prior to the author’s work [6] the best 
results yielded errors of order (p5/n)‘/’ (where n is the sample size). For 
example, Senatov [9] provided uniform bounds for the normal 
approximation of the form c(JI/,,&). E l\Xl13 (which is O(p’/n)“* since 
E )IX\I 3 is generally of order p312). In [6] the author replaced E 11 XII 3 by 
sup{,% It’XI 4: II tll < 1 } which is bounded in many cases (independent of p); 
thus bounding the error in normal ap roximation for expectations of 
smooth functions by a term of order p/ P n. Furthermore, an example was 
presented showing that this order cannot be improved upon in complete 
generality. However, in many statistical applications even this rate is 
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unreasonably slow. For example, in a regression problem with 5 indepen- 
dent variables, a statistician might consider n = 100 adequately large to 
employ a normal approximation. But if a quadratic model is used, p = 21 
and p/h is not small. Fortunately, in such regression models (and, 
perhaps, other special cases) it is possible to obtain a better rate. In par- 
ticular a result is given here providing a Central Limit Theorem applicable 
to robust M-estimators of regression parameters and requiring only that 
(p log ~)~/‘/n + 0 (condition (N)). This result is applied by the author [7] 
to obtain a normal approximation for (ll6l]* -p)/&, where 0 is the nor- 
malized M-estimator of a p-dimensional linear regression parameter (under 
the condition (p log P)~‘*/ n -+ 0). As noted in [7], the present result can 
also provide asymptotic distributional approximation for a wide class of 
smooth functions of such M-estimators of regression parameters. Other 
work on the asymptotics of M-estimators of regression parameters is given 
by the author [S], Huber [2,3], and Yohai and Maronna [lo]. These 
results include norm consistency in RP (the author [S] gives reasonable 
conditions under which p log p/n -+ 0 is sufficient for this) and asymptotic 
normality for linear functions of the estimators (essentially requiring 
p512/n + 0). These previous results do not include a uniform normal 
approximation in RP, which follows from the results here. 
To fix notation, consider the linear model 
Y, = x$ + Ri, (1.1) 
where R, ,..., R, are i.i.d. errors, fi E RP, and x, ,..,, x, are vectors in RP with 
xi forming the ith row of the design matrix, X. Let $ be an odd function 
and define the M-estimator, p^, to be a solution of 
o= i x:$(Yi-x;p). (1.2) 
i=l 
In [7] the author provides an approximation for 8, 
(1.3) 
i=l i=l 
where yi = (XX) P”2 xi and where d, +’ 0 if condition N holds. Since Wj 
depend only on a one-dimensional function of Ri, sufficiently strong con- 
ditions can be found so that condition N is sufficient to obtain a normal 
approximation for C Wi (so that (1.3) provides a normal approximation 
for 8). Note, however, that condition (N) is not sufficient for all linear 
models: in [S] the author shows that if the design matrix corresponds to a 
one-way layout then p*/n -+ 0 is required to approximate the distribution of 
]I/? - PII (using the normal approximation for B). Thus, the conditions here 
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are designed to hold in certain multiple regression cases where the {xi } 
behave like a random sample. In particular, condition (XD) below requires 
that the design vectors {xi, x2,..., x,} form a sample from a mixed mul- 
tivariate normal distribution in RP. Section 3 shows that if (XD) holds then 
certain conditions (X1)-(X5) will hold with probability tending to one. In 
Section 2, a Central Limit Theorem for C W, will be derived from the 
following conditions on t,Q together with conditions (X1)(X5) and con- 
dition (N). This will provide a version of the Central Limit Theorem con- 
ditional on the design matrix. Since (X1)-(X5) hold in probability, an 
unconditional version can be established under (XD). 
The conditions are as follows: 
(N) (p3’* log2 n)/n + 0 and p*/n -+ co. 
Remark. The last part of condition (N) is needed for purely technical 
reasons. In fact, if p*/n + 0, a proof similar to that of the author [6] would 
provide the result of Theorem 2.1. 
(P) $(R) has a finite moment generating function in a neighborhood 
of zero and for some constant, d > 0, and each n there exists a $-function 
$, satisfying the above part of P and condition (P’), and such that 
(P’) $ is an odd twice-differentiable function which is not constant 
on any interval, and R has an even differentiable density, g, satisfying 
e”$@) . g( r)/ly (r) + 0 as r++co 
for any sufficiently small constant, a. Also, 
g(r) 
l-l y’(r) <B bd’ for some constants B and d’, 
d 
and - (g( r)/$‘( r )) has at most M sign changes 
dr 
(where M is a constant not depending on n). (1.5) 
Remark. (1) Given Ic/ and g, it is generally trivial to construct the 
function tjn satisfying P’ (as required in (P)). In particular, since 
Eexp{ t@(R)} is finite (for t small), it is clear that as long as neither $(r) or 
g(r) have “spikes,” g(r) et*“’ + 0; and it is easy to smooth $ so that (P’) 
holds. It is important to note that the condition that + be odd can be 
eliminated with much more tedious computations. The assumptions that 
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E$(R) = 0 and Et,h*(R) = CJ* < +co can replace the assumption that $ be 
odd. 
(2) Under (P’) it is clear that $(R) has a density. 
(XD) Let (s,,..., s,) be i.i.d. according to a distribution with compact 
support in (0, co), and (given (s ,,..., s,,>) let (x1 ,..., x,) be independent with 
xi N N,(O, s,Z). Also (without loss of generality by resealing) let Esi = 1. 
Section 3 provides the following result: under condition (XD), the 
following statements (X1)-(X5) hold with probability tending to one: 
(Xl) The maximum and minimum eigen values of X’X satisfy (for 
constants B and b > 0) 
&,,,,(X’X) Q Bn, n,i”(~x) ~ bn. (1.61 
(X2) Define 
yi = (XX) - l’* x, (i= 1, 2 )..., n). (1.7) 
Then uniformly in i = l,..., n and I= l,..., n, 
Y:YI= QsG%) for ifl (1.8) 
and furthermore, there are values {si: i= l,..., n} uniformly bounded and 
satisfying the appropriate conditions of Section 3 such that (uniformly in i), 
/lYil12=~Si+~(~l~gn/~)~ (1.9) 
(X3) For each u E RP define 
J,(u) = # (i’ l,..., n: (x:24 I b [lull }. (1.10) 
Then for some constant b 
inf{.Z,(u): Ilull 6 1) 2 bn. (1.11) 
(X4) define for constants B and &, and for u E RP, 
Sg = Bp3(log n)3/n2 (1.12) 
.Z=J(u)= {i= l,..., n: (y:u)* d B,p log*n/n}. (1.13) 
Then for any B, 8 and B, there is B* arbitrarily large (a constant multiple 
of B) such that 
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- ‘*“Fg2 “1) . (1.14) 
(X5) Let Vi (i= l,..., 9) be given by (2.9) and let sets %,, and vi be 
defined by (2.5). Let U and Z be independent &“(O, I). Then for sufficiently 
large values of the constants defining S!,, and “Y,, 
EI(ZEO&R)Z(UEc,)exp i V, +l 
i I 
as n+co. (1.15) 
j= I 
Note that in conditions (X4) and (X5), the notation I( ... ) refers to the 
indicator function. 
2. THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR W 
Theorem 2.1 provides a version of a normal approximation for W ( 1.3) 
conditional on the design matrix. An unconditional version with X dis- 
tributed as described in condition (XD) is given in the corollary. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that conditions (N), (P), (Xl), (X2), (X3), (X4), 
and (X5) hold. Let 
where d2 = Var Ic/( R), and let Z N ..$,(O, I). Let E, = O( l/n“) for some d > 0 
and let A,, c RP be a sequence of sets such that 
P{ZEA,(E,)-A,)-+0 as n-+oo, (2.1) 
where A,(E) is the E-neighborhood of A,; 
A,(E)= {u:forsomeuEA., jlu--u/I GE}. 
Assume (2.1) also holds for the complement, A;, of A,,. Let P,” denote the 
(conditional) distribution of (R, ,..., R,) with (x ,,..., x,) fixed. Then 
IP,{WEA,}-P{ZEA.)I+O as n-+co. 
Taking expectation over X, and using the dominated convergence 
theorem (as in Pratt (1960)), the following corollary is an immediate con- 
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sequence of theorem 2.1 and the results of section 3 that (Xl,..., X5) hold in 
probability under condition XD: 
COROLLARY. Assume that conditions (N), (P), and (XD) hold. Then with 
P denoting the joint distribution of (x,,..., x,) (as given by (XD)) and 
(R, ,..., R,), and with A, as in Theorem 2.1, if p’jn -+ co, 
IP(WEA.}-P{ZEAJ+O as n-+co. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, note that by Lemma 2.2, we may assume 
that condition (P’) holds, which implies that Lemma 2.1 holds. Thus it suf- 
fices to assume that Lemma 2.1 holds and to obtain the conclusion for any 
sequence of sets A, c RP. Now, use the method of associated distributions: 
let hi(w) denote the density of (l/a) yi $ (Ri) (in Rp) and define 
where 
h:(w)=exp(t’w-p(y:t)}.h,(w), (2.2) 
p(u)=logEexp :$(R) . 
i 1 
Then ifJ,, denotes the density of W and fl the n-fold convolution of h,!, 
./Z(z) =exp t’z - f: p(yjt) 
i 
f,,(z). 
i= 1 1 
Thus, choosing t =z and using the inversion formula for characteristic 
functions (which is justified by Lemma 2.1), 
x exp i [p(ylz + ;y:u) - p(y;z)] 
i= 1 
(2.4) 
Now define sets @,, and W; in RP, 
a,, = z: maxi( y;z)2 < Bt log n and I(zI(‘d Bp 
(2.5) 
K= {~:rnax~(y:~)~,<6, and /(u/l*dBoplogn), 
where 8, = B,,p3(log n)‘/n2. For z E a,, and u E Vn, the argument of p is 
small; and, hence we can apply the expansion 
p(u) = $2 + bu4 + Cn(u6) (2.6) 
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(which follows since II/(R) is symmetric). Now if A,c4&,, then for 
z E A,, ,?I(y:z)” < Bp3 log3n/n2 + 0. Therefore applying Lemma 2.1 and 
using (2.6) yields 
+(yju)2(yjz)4+ ... +(y:uyJ) du dz+o(l), 
1 I 
where K is an appropriate polynomial. Using C(y!s)’ = /(s(( 2, 








+CC[ly:ul ly;z15+ .a. +(y:~)~]}dudz+o(l) (2.7) 
for some constant C (if A,can). Thus, (2.7) yields the following bound 
(with Z denoting “indicator function”), 
where 2 N X(0, I), UN .M(O, I) (independent) and Vj are functions of 2 
and U, 
V,=b f  (y:z)4-336 i Jly;l14 
i=l i=l 
J’,= -6b i (~~Z)~(yjU)~+66 i llyi114 
i= 1 i= 1 
V,=b i (yjU)4-36 i IIJJII” 
i=l i= 1 
v,= c i Iv; q-3 ly;z19-j for j = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 
i=l 
(note that the C(l y, II4 terms exactly cancel). 
Now note that if (N) holds, Vj -+p 0 for j = l,..., 9. This can be shown for 
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ja4 by noting that yi.Z and yi U are Jlr(O, Ilyi112) and computing 
E Vj=C’C JIyi1/6 = O(p3/n2) (by (X2)). For V,, V,, and V,, the variance 
is required: let v, denote the first term of V,. Then 
EF,=b i E(y;Z)4=3b f IJyiJ4 
i=l r=l 
E&b* i i E(yjZ)4(y(Z)4. 
i= 1 I= I 
Writing (Y:Z)~ and (~12)~ as 4-fold sums (Cy,Z,) and noting that sub- 
scripts must be equal in pairs, it is not too difticult to show that 
E R =9b2(zlly, l14J2 + O(~~(.Y~Y,)~ I/YA14) 
(using (X2)). Th us, Var V, +O (by (N)) and V, hp 0. A similar com- 
putation works for V2 and V,. Last, by condition (X5), 
EZ(ZE~)I(U~~“)~X~{CS=, Vi> -+ 1. Therefore, by the extended 
dominated convergence theorem (Pratt [4], (2.8) yields 
P(WEA,)~(l+o(l))P(ZEA,, U~~~}+o(l) (2.10) 
for A,c%,,. 
Last, by Lemma 2.3, P(Z E se), P( WE an), and P( U E Y, > all converge 
to unity. Thus, for any set A,, 
P(WEA&(~+~(~))P(ZE&}+C(~) 
=P(ZgA,} +u(l). (2.11) 
Since (2.11) also holds for A;, the Theorem follows. i 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume conditions (N), (P’), (X3), and (X4). Let f, be 
defined by (2.4), and let sets a,, (depending on B) and Pi (depending on B,) 
be defined by (2.5). Then for any B, there is B, such that for any set A,, c %!,,, 
asn-+co 
xexp~CCp(ylz+cjiju)--(ylz)]} dudz. (2.12) 
63(3;22 l-3 
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Proof: Note that (2.12) differs from the integral off, (2.4) only by 
letting Vi replace RP for the inner integral. So define sets 
V, = {u: /Iz.I12 d B,,p log n and max, lv,!ul > S,} 
1/,= (24: Ilu(12>B,plogn}. 
Note that RP = qZ u V, u V,. Shortly, we will show that for any B, there is 
B, > B such that the inner integrals over V, and V, are both uniformly of 
order O( (2n)p’2 exp{ - B,p2 log* n/n } ). The following argument bounding 
the outer integral shows that this is sufficient to obtain (2.12). 
By (2.6), since A, c en, for some constant B, 
p(J(z) = g),:Z)2 + o(y:z)4 
=+.(y\z)*(l +&log+), 
Therefore (since C(y:z)‘= /z/j2), 
exp{$C(ylz)2(1 +Bplogn/n)- 11~11~) dz 
6 
s 
exp{ --~IIz11*(1 -Bplogn/n)} dz 
RP 
= (2~)~‘*( 1 - Dp log n/n) pp’2 
G ( 2rt)P’2 exp { Bp2 log n/n > (2.13) 
for n large enough (since log( 1 - x) 3 -2x for x small). Thus, it remains to 
bound the inner integrals over I/, and V, uniformly by terms of order 
1!9((271)~‘~ exp{ - B*p* log*n/n}) (for B* > B). 
First, note that the inner integrand is the (inverse) Fourier transform of 
a product of characteristic functions 
pi(u)=exp{ -P(Y:z)) Eexp{(ylz-iy:u) $(R)lo). (2.14) 
Now, for V,, use the fact that Iqi(u)l < 1 to obtain for any subset 
Jc {1,2 ,..., n), 
I i 
exp f: CP(Y~Z + ~Au) - PMz)I 
i=l 11 
dexp Re c CP(Y:Z + iyiu) - pWz)l 
i icJ 
Then using condition (X4), let 
.I= {i: Iyju~2~Boplog2n/n}, 
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and using (2.6) (for z E%,,) we have for some B,, 
x exp 
i 
-+ 1 (y;u)’ du 
iCJ 1 
d b exp{ B,p2 log’ n/n)(2rr)p’2 exp{ -B* p2 log2n/n} (2.15) 
for some constant b, where (X4) is used to show that B, can be chosen so 
that B* is larger than B, + B (so that the outer integral is cancelled). 
For I/,, by (2.14), condition P’, the fact that p( yjz) is bounded for 
-7 E @,,, and integration by parts (twice), 




where {ak ) are points at which (d/dr)(g(r)/$‘(r)) changes sign (using 
(1.5)). 
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Alsoconsider ~o(u,u~)=exp{-p(w)Eexp((w+t’u)~(R)) forreal num- 
bers o and IV. For some F > 0 and 1111 > E, 1~1 < E, Re(a*/&*) ‘pO(u, W) is 
bounded below zero. Also I&o, ul)I is bounded below 1 for Iv/ <E 
(uniformly on 1~1 GE). Therefore, for 1~1 GE, I&u, w)\ d 1 -by: for 
IuI >y, for any sequence yn + 0 (for n large enough). Thus (since I yi zI is 
small on “Zn), for some constant h, 
Ivi(u)l6 1 -by; for Iy:ul 2~~. (2.17) 
Now, use condition (X3): let J(U) = {i: Iy;u\ 2 [lull/&}. Then 
#J(U) 2 an (for some constant a) and we can choose J, = (i, ,..., i, + , ) c J. 
Thus, for i E J(u), if I(u(I’ > 5,p log n, I yiul >, & (p log n/n)li2. Hence, 




Q exp{B”p log n - B,b*p log n}, (2.18) 
where B’, B”, and b* are constants. Again 5, can be chosen so that (2.18) 
dominates the outer integral, and the proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. As in condition (P), suppose $ and tjO are two functions 
such that 1$(r) - $o(r)l d l/d+’ for some d > 0. Assume condition (X2) 
holds and suppose pJn -+ 0. Define W= (l/a) xi= I y,$(Ri) and 
W, = (l/o) x7=, y,$,(R,). Let Z N NP(O, I) and assume 
IP{WEB,)-P{ZEB,}+O as n-cc, 
for any sequence of sets 5, c RP. Let A, c RP be such that 
P(ZEA,(l/nd)-A,)-,0 as n+O 
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and similarly for the complement A:, where A,,(~)=(u~R~:for~omev~A,,, 
((u-v(( GE). Then 
IP{ W,+A,,}-P{ZEA.}( -to as n-+00. (2.19) 
Proof First, note that (since p/n -+ 0 and (( yi I(* = @(p/n)), 
ii 
;;, Y; $(R;) - ;gl y,@,(Ri)ll = ii,;, y,($(R,) - ICI,(R;)) I 11 
G i IIY, II I$(Ri) - tidRi)l 
i=l 
Therefore, with E = l/n”, for n large enough, 
P(W,EA,}~P(WEA,(&)}~o-(l)+P{ZEA,(&)) 
<0(l)+ P{ZEA,}. 
Since the same inequality holds for P{ W,, E A;}, Eq. (2.19) follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume conditions (P’), (X2), and (N). Let Z and U be 
independent Np(O, I) and let W= (l/o) xyilC/(Ri). Let &,, and $$ be defined 
by Eq. (2.5). Then for B and B, large enough in the definition of %,, and V,, 
P(ZE%,,}, P{UE^~/^ ,}, and P{ We%!,,} all converge to unity as n-+ co. 
Proof First, note that for n large, f4?n c -Y,; so P{ UE VI) 2 P(ZE %‘,, > 
and the former probability need not be computed. For the latter 
probability, note that y;Z/ll yj 11 h .N(O, 1). Using (X2), /yi//’ < B,,p/n for 
some B,. Hence 
P{ max( yjZ)2 > Bp log n/n} d n P {$j+($log n)‘“} 
<nexp{-$$logn}-0 (2.20) 
if B > 2B, and n is large enough (since 1 - Q(x) < exp{ -$x2} for x > 1). 
Also, 
~~ll~l12~~P~=~~~~~~P~-r~ as p-+00 (2.21) 
if B> 1. Hence, from (2.20) and (2.21), P{Z$C#,,} +O as n+ 0~). 
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Now, oy: W=C;=, (yiy,) $(R,) and (since (P), (X2), and (N) hold) 
P{maxiIvi WI>Bplogn/n}-+O as n-boo 
for some B>O by Lemma 3.3 of Portnoy [7]. Also as in Eq. (3.17) of [7], 
IIW(l’=Op(p); and, hence P(W$@n} +O as n + cc if B is large 
enough. 1 
3. THE CONDITIONS ON THE DESIGN MATRIX 
This section shows that conditions (Xl )-(X5) given in Section 1 will 
hold in probability under the model postulated in condition (XD). For 
technical reasons, some of these results will require that p + +co: in par- 
ticular, assume p2/n -+ +cc (see Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.4). First, 
conditions (Xl) and (X3) will be considered using the argument of [S]. In 
particular, these conditions are of the general form: with c,, d,, and 
f: R” + R specified, there is a constant B such that 
(3.1) 
In some cases (e.g., E,,,,(x’X) m condition (Xl)) the sup is over I/u\\ = 1. 
The basic outline of the proof that (3.1) holds in probability is as 
follows: First, fix u (with I/u(I B c,) and show that (under condition (X(D)) 
there is a constant b linearly increasing with B such that 
P{f(x:u,...,&u)>,(B-l)d,}dexp{-bplogn}. (3.2) 
This generally requires a large deviation result which will follow using the 
Markov inequality. Now cover the ball of radius c, with cubes C(u,) cen- 
tered at uk and having side l/n”. It is usually easy to see that a can be 
chosen so that if u E C( uk ) and f( (xl uk)) < (B - 1) d, then S( (xi u)) < Bd,. 
Since c, is bounded in all cases (say, c, < c), the number of such cubes 
needed to cover the ball is N < (2~n”)~ < exp{ p(a + 1) log n} for n large 
enough. Thus, the probability that (3.1) holds is bounded by 
exp(p(a+l)logn-bp logn} -+ 0 if B is chosen by large enough so that 
b>a+l. 
For (Xl) the proof is quite simple if condition (N) holds since 
(3.4) 
Under condition (XD), C(x;u)’ is bounded above bv a constant times a 12 
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random variable, and it is easy to see that (for fixed U) there are B and b 
such that P{.Z(X~U)~ a&r} 6exp{ -bn} (from which (3.2) follows if N 
holds). The remainder of the proof easily follows the above outline. 
Condition (X3) also follows easily (if N holds): for fixed U, 
# (i: lx;u[ 2 ((ul( > =,I( u IS a momial random variable. Hence, by a large ) . b’ 
deviation result for the binomial, P{.!(u) < Bn} <exp{ -bn} (for some B 
and b), and again the proof is straightforward. Thus, the following result 
has been proven: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under condition (XD), conditions (Xl ) and (X3) hold 
with probability tending to one. 
The following result is needed for condition (X2): 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that p/log n 3 +oo. Under condition (XD) 
there are constants B> 0 and 6 > 0 such that with probability at least 
1 - exp ( - Sp} (for n large enough) 
Max, l/Xi 11’ d Bp. (3.5) 
Proof: First, for each i, 
IIXiII’GSi II”~II*~Bo IIzil12, 




= exp{ - 2pt - +p log( 1 - 2t)) 
<e-0.‘5P 
(for t = b). Therefore 
P{max, llxi 11’ 3 2B,p} < ne-‘,“” = exp{ -p(0.15-~)}<e~6p 
for 6 cO.15. 1 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume condition (XD) and suppose p/log n -+ + co. Let 
yi== (XX)-‘/*xi then there is a constant B> 0 such that 
y: lYiY,l G 
B( p log n)“’ 
n 
in probability. So the first part of condition (X2) holds in probability. 
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Proof. Note that y:y, = x((x’X)-‘x,. Let 
Ti= C tXkXb) 
k#r 
(i.e., Ti is like (XlX) based on a sample of size (n - l), and does not depend 




Now, since sjr Ti, and xI are independent of x,, given (s,, x1, T,}, 
x; T;‘x,- M(0, six,! Ti2x,). Thus, using the normal bound for normal tail 
probabilities, 
P{ 1X( T,:‘x/) > (6(lOg n) S;X: T-‘X,)“* (Si, X/T T, } 
<,-xlogn) , (3.9) 
But, by condition (Xl) and Proposition 3.2, 
Ix; Tim- *x,1 6 Il.x,l12 L,,(T, *) 
B*P 
d IIx, II */‘~Ln(Ti) G tn _ 1 )Z (3.10) 
with probability 1 - qi satisfying n*q, -+ 0. Thus, integrating (3.9) over the 
set where (3.10) holds, with probability 1 - qT satisfying n2qT + 0, 
112 
lX,T;lxr, .B(plongn) ) 
from which Lemma 3.1 follows by (3.8). 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume condition (XD) and suppose (p312 log n)/n -+ 0 but 
vbP% n -+ +co. Then, with yi= (X’X)- ‘I2 xi, with probability tending to 1, 
~~yi~~2~si~(1+~~!)) (unijiormfyin ldi<n). (3.11) 
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As a consequence, with probability tending to 1, 
(3.12) 
Proof: As in (3.8) 
II Yi II2 = 
x; T{: ’ xi qyZ(D;Z,)-‘Xi 
1 +x/T,-‘.x,- 1 +xj(Z;DiZi)-‘xi’ 
(3.13) 
where T,=C ,+ i X,X;, and Zi has (n - 1) independent unit normal rows and 
Di omits si. Using a standard development of Hotelling’s T*, let H be 
orthogonal with first row xl/llxill. Then 
x;T[:‘x;= (Hxi)‘{(ZiH)‘Di(Z;H)}-‘(Hxi) 
= IlxiI12{(ZiH)‘Di(ZiH)}~’ 
- llxil12(z~Dizi)~1 (3.14) 
(since ZiHw Z,). First note that llxilj2 =si IIzil12 and )lzil12~ xi. Hence, for 






< exp( -6(log n)‘} 
for some 6 >O if t = 6’(log n)/&. Since a similar inequality holds for 
Ptllz,l12Q~-L/;;log.j~ with probability at Ieast 1 - qi, where nq, + 0, 
l[Xj/12=Sjp(1+O(~)). 




a = (Z]DiZJ,, = Z,zf,s, 
bi = CJz,Ci+ ,,z,, s, = Zi+ 1 DiZ, (j= l,...,p - l), 
(3.17) 
where zi denotes the jth column of Zi. 
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First, consider a in (3.17): as in (3.15), given (8;) for t small enough, 
P[a<n-j;;log~]{si}] 
(3.18) 
Now, since S; is bounded and Esi = 1, for t small Ee msif < exp{ -t + at’} 
(for some a>O). 
Thus, taking expectations in (3.18), 
P(a < n - & log n} < exp( - j;I(log n) t + (a + max,{sT}) nt2 
dexpj -6(logn)*j 
for some 6 > 0 (if t = 6’ log n/fi). A similar inequality holds for 
P(a > n + &log n). Hence, with probability at least 1 - q,, where nq, + 0 
.=,(1+0(F)) (uniformlyin/). (3.19) 
Now consider b’C’b6 ilbl12&,ax(C-‘)= l\bll’(&,,,(C)))‘. For llhll’, 
from (3.17) given {~~,~~+,},b~--/1/“(0,o’), where G~=CZ~,,+,~S~< 
max,fs: ) . xf-, d Bn 
(with probability at least 1 -exp{ --an}, from Proposition 3.2). Thus (with 
probability at least 1 - l/n3) (bjl < (Bn log n)‘j2 and llbl12 6 Bpn log n (for 
some B > 0). Last, by condition (Xl ), for appropriate matrices 2 and 6, 
n,,,(C) = &,(2’82) > n,i,(2’2) min,(s, } b hn 
with probability as above. Therefore, uniformly in I 
b’C ‘b d B*p log n (3.20) 
with probability at least 1 -qi where nq, --t 0. Thus from (3.16) (3.19), and 
(3.20), with probability at least 1 - qi, uniformly in 1, 
(z:D;z;),+ l+@ - - 
( ( 
logn+plogn 
A n >> 
. (3.21) 
Hence, from (3.14), (3.15), and (3.21), with probability at least 1 -qi, 
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xiT;+si~ 1 +6J - ( ( logn+logn+plogn - - )) 
=si~(l+~~~(l~~)l/2~~)~) 
=$(1+*(F)). 
Thus, from (3.13 ), since nq i + 0, (3.11) holds. 
Last, from (3.11) (since Cs? 6 Bn), in probability 
Thus, since C s: = nEs2 + C!&(h), (3.12) follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Under condition (XD), if p3(log n)‘/n’-+O and 
p/log n + +co, with probability tending to 1, 
det(X’X)“* = (1 + o( 1)) np’* exp - $y+$-‘) 
= O( 1) np” exp { ap2 log n/n} (3.22) 
for some constant a > 0 (where the second equality holds ifp’/n -+ +a~). 
Proof: First, note that with Z as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.2 
(i.i.d. x(0, I) rows), 
det(X’X) = det(Z’Z) det(Z+ IVOW), (3.23) 
where W = (Z’Z) ~ “*Z and D = diag(s, - 1). 
We now note that in probability 
logdet(Z+ W’DW)=p(S- 1)-iE(s- 1)*$+0(l). (3.24) 
This can be shown as follows: since W is distributed as Y defined with 
sir 1, the proof of Lemma 3.2 of [7] yields 
p log n ‘I2 A,,,(WDW)=O - ( > n (3.25) 
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in probability. Thus, we have the expansion 
where 





(m= 1,2, 3 ,... ). 
Now by (3.25), the error term in (3.26) is bounded in probability by 
For D,, conditioning on W and letting z2 = E(s - l)*, 
ED,=~~(w(~,)~E(s~-l)(s,-l)=E(s-l)~~~~w~~~~ 
I I 
(where Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 have been used). Hence, in probability 
D, = E(s - 1)’ p*/n + U( 1) by Lemma 3.2. Using similar computations, 
D, = U( 1) and it remains to consider D,. Again by Lemma 3.2, 
11 wi I\ * =p/n + Ai where Ai = 0(&%&&r) (uniformly in i and indepen- 
dently of {si }). Hence, conditioning on A ;, 
D,= i I(Wi(l*(Si-l)=p(S-l)+ f Ai(si-1) 
i=, i=l 
(in probability). Thus, (3.24) holds; and (in probability), 
det(Z+W’DW)“*=exp $(i-I)-t(Es'-1); (l+u(l)). (3.27) 
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Last, to bound det(Z’Z), note that 
(3.28) 
where Ui are independent, Ui - xi _ i+ 1 (i = I,..., p). Now define 
Ri( t) = log E e’los u8 = log E Uf 
=tlog2+logr(~+f)-log~(~). 
Thus, using standard expansions for the gamma and digamma functions 
(see Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1, pp. 257-591) 
Elog ri=R:(0)=log(n-if I)-~ 
1 
+ 6’ - 
0 n2 
Var(log ui) = & +o 1 
0 n2 
uniformly in i Therefore 
Hence Cf= 1 log Ui =p log n -p2/2n + O( 1) in probability. Thus, from 
(3.28 1, 
det(Z’Z)“2=(1 +o(l))nP”exp -kc . 
I 1 
Therefore, the first part of (3.22) follows from (3.27) 
part of (3.22) follows from the fact that S- 1 = (Op(l/ 
$(S- 1) = 0( (p log n)/&) = B(p2 log n/n) if p2/n -+ cc with probability 
tending to 1. 1 
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LEMMA 3.4. Assume condition (XD) holds, p3(log n)‘/n’+ 0 and 
p2/n + +a~. Then condition (X4) holds in probability. 
Proof: First, transform variables in the integral in (X4) (Eq. (1.14)) 
using w  = (X’X) -lj2u. Then ylu = xi w  and (by condition (Xl)), for some 
B,, if jIuI/’ < Bp log n then /I IV//’ d B,p log n/n. Hence, the integral in (X4) 
is bounded above by 
WX’X)“* \,,n,,,2c Bp,ogn,,l 4max, Ix; 4 > 6,) 
x exp{ -fZ,(x;w)*} dw. (3.30) 
Thus, by Proposition 3.3 (Eq. (3.22)), it suffices to show that the integral in 
(3.30) is O( (2z/n)P’2 exp( - B*(p* log* n)/n}). 
Now note that since p’/n + +co, 6: > B,p log’ n/n (at least for n large 
enough). Hence, if A4 denotes the conditional expectation given {si} of the 
integral in (3.30), 
I( I-4 WI > 6,) 
I#/ 
dw. (3.31) 
Given (So}, xj w  N x(0, si jJ w/J 2, and jj WI\ * 6 B p log n/n; hence for some B’ 
(since S, are bounded), 
1 -1 2 
d-exp 
d- 1 27L 
-~~log2 n . 
i 
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If B, is large enough so that Bb/2B > 2, the first term is bounded by l/n2 
(for n Iarge). The product in (3.31) sums (3.33) over i, yielding the bound 
on M (using (3.32)), 


















exp - 2S, ,,w,,‘+ B$ n 
(3.34) 
for some constant B,, where S, is the mean of {si > omitting s,. By the cen- 
tral limit theorem, S, = 1 + Op( l/A). Thus, from (3.34) 
M<exp 
= exp (3.35) 
in probability (under the distribution of {sj}) where 8” absorbs the other 
factors and is positive if B’ is sufficiently large. Therefore, the result follows 
using a first moment Chebychev inequality. a 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume condition (XD) holds and suppose p3 log’ n/n2 -+ 0 
while p2/n + +a~. Then condition (X5) holds in probability. 
Proo$ Let T, denote the expectation in (X5) (Eq. ( 1.15)) and define 
qi(W, u)= -$(x,W)‘-~(X,!U)~ + b(X~w)4-6b(x~w)2(x,!U)z + b(xjo)4 




Z(max,(x; w)* < 8,) Z(max,(x;u)2 < 6,) 
‘4 R 
X eXp{Zqi(w, u)} du dw, (3.36) 
where A = {u: u’(A?X) u G Bp log n 1, E, = Bp log n/n and 6, is given by 
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(2.5). Then, by changing variables to W= (JI?X))“~Z and V= (X’X)-“‘V 
in (1.15) and using Proposition 3.3, 
By Condition (Xl), if S,* is defined by (3.36) with A replaced by 
A * = (u: ljull 2 6 B*p log n/n >, it suffices to show that the corresponding 
T,* -+’ 1 for any suffkiently large values of B and B*. 
Now let E, denote conditional expectation given (s,}. Then, since (xi) 
are conditionally independent, 
EJ,* =I,* J4* fI E, Z((X:W)*~E,)Z((XIU)*~~,) 
r=l 
xexp{qJw, u)} dudw 
E, Z((x: w)’ GE,, (x;u)~ 6 6,) 1 + qi(w, u) 
+$(x;w)‘+-+I)~+ ... dvdw. 
1 
(3.38) 
Now E,I(c)(xj~)~ = E,s(~:~)k - EZ(C”)(.~\U)~; and with C= 
{(X;W)2<E,1, (x:u)*a6,), 
~B,(P((x;w)~>,E,,) +P{(x;u)*>,~,))~‘~=~ ; , 0 
where the last step involves a simple bound on normal tail probabilities. 
Thus, using the computations E,(x!u)* = si llull 2, E,(xj u)” = 3 11~11~ of, and 
E,(x~~)~(xju)* = sf( IIw(~~~)Y(~~ + ~(w’u)~), (3.38) yields 
EJ.*=f** IA. ii { l-+sl lIwllz-~s~ (l”(12+3S,2(b+$) ((W((4 
i= 1 
do dw 
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+(3b+&s:(Ilwl14+ Il~~~~)-666s~(~lwll~ l~~~~+2(w’u)~)] dudw 
I 
=(1+0(1)~5,.1,* exp{ -~WIwl12+ 11412) 
+ (3b + f, -w(I1414 + 11~114) 
-6b.?Y$(Ilw~~* I(u~~~+~(u~‘u)~)) dudw. (3.39) 
Now Proposition 3.4 and some calculation yields 
(3.40) 
(where U( 1) is uniform in {s;} ). Since S = 1 + l”,( l/&) and 
25: = n(Es’ + UJ 1)) and since {si } are bounded above and below, (3.40) 
and (3.37) imply that ET,* -+ 1 as n -+ +co. 
In a similar manner, compute EsS,*2, 
-W2=f \ j- j- fi E,(1+q;(w,v)+qj(~,~) 
A* A* A* A* i=l 
+~[-f(x:W)2-~(X~u)*-t(X~~)*-f(X~~)2]*+ ... 1 
x dv dw dC dti; 
= (1+41)) JAW JAa fAe fAe exp { i [Esqi(w, 0) +Esq;(GT 6) 
i= I 
+$/w/l’+ /1ti’114+ (lu(14+ ilv”ll”)] (3.41) 
where all the cross-product terms exactly cancel. Thus, comparing (3.41) 
and (3.39), it is clear that E,S, *‘= (ESS,*)2(1 + u(l)), and (again using 
Proposition 3.4) it can be shown that ET,f2 + 1 also. Therefore, 
VarT,*-+Oand T,*-+‘l. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let U- .A$(O, I). Then, &fp3/2jn -+ 0, 
EZ(IIU(12<Bplogn)exp (3.42) 
683/22/l -4 
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E~(IlUII*<Bplogn)exp 
i 
; II UII 4 + ; (w’u)* 
I 
2 
=(l+~(l))exp cP- i I n 
Proof: First, using Markov’s inequality (as in Proposition 3.2) it can be 
shown that for 6 < $ and p large enough 
P((IUI12>p+pa}<exp{ -&+‘) (3.44) 
for any a E ($ 1). Now define sets 
A,={P+P 3’4< )(11(~*<Bp10gn},&= (p+p*6 I/uI12~p+p3’4}, 
A,= IP-P 5’x< /(U((2~p+p5~*)~r A,= {W IIu/126p-p5’*) 
and let Zi be the indicator function of Ai (i = 1, 2, 3,4). Then 
(3.46) 
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For the expectation over AX, consider (( U(I 2 as a sum of p x: variables and 
use a local limit theorem (Richter [8]) with II UII 2 =p + ,,I’$ x, 
(using straightforward calculations for the normal integral). Combining 
(3.45), (3.46), (3.47), and (3.48) immediately yields (3.42). 
To obtain (3.43), note that the integral can be written 
Using the facts that det(l+ bww’) = (1 + bjwlj’), (I+ bww’)- ’ = 




and (3.43) follows from (3.42). 1 
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